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Summary 

The sister blastomems ABp and ABa ars equlpotent 
at the beglnnlng of ths 4-tell staga In C. elegana em- 
bryos, but soon become committed to dlfhrent fates. 
We show that tha g/p1 gene, a homolog of the Notch 
gene of Drosophila, functions In two distinct cell-cell 
Interactions that ape&y the ABp and ABa Mea. These 
Intemctlons both raqulra maternal expression of g&7. 
We show that a sacond maternal gana, apnl, hmc- 
tlona with g/p7 only In tha apecifkatlon oi tha ABp 
fate and that apn7 can encoda a protein homologous 
to ths Delta protein of Drosophila. Our results suggest 
how Interactions mad&ad by g/p1 and apx-7 contrlb- 
ute to the establishment ot the dorsal-ventml axls In 
the early C. elegans embryo. 

lntroductlon 

The bodies of most animals have distinct anterior-poste- 
rior and dorsal-ventral asymmetries, and many also show 
distinct left-right asymmetries. Studies on early Drosoph- 
ila embryos have provided insight into the molecular basis 
for axis formation in fruit flies. In Drosophila, an asymmetri- 
cal distribution of maternal products in the oocyte appears 
to prefigure both of the major axes of the body (reviewed 
by St Johnston and Nilsslein-Volhard, 1992). For example, 
the mRNA product of the nanos gene is localized at the 
posterior end of the Drosophila oocyte (Wang and Leh- 
mann, 1991). The mislocalization of nanos mRNA to the 
anterior pole of the embryo results in the development of 
posterior pattern in place of anterior pattern (Wharton and 
Struhl, 1989; Gavis and Lehmann, 1992). The product of 
the bicoid gene is localized to the anterior pole of the Dro- 
sophila oocyte, where it functions to establish anterior pat- 
tern (Berleth et al., 1988; Driever et al., 1990). Drosophila 
oocytes also develop an asymmetrical distribution of gur- 
ken mRNA that corresponds to (and may define) the dorsal 
axis of the body (Neuman-Silberberg and Schilpbach, 
1993). 

The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans has distinct an- 
terior-posterior, dorsal-ventral, and left-right axes. How- 
ever, only the anterior-posterior axis appears to be corre- 
lated with an asymmetrical distribution of maternal gene 
products. There are several anterior-posterior asymme- 
tries within the fertilized C. elegans egg that are visible 
prior to the first division. For example, cytoplasmic struc- 

tures called P granules are segregated exclusively to the 
posterior pole of the egg (Strome and Wood, 1982). Shortly 
after the first division, the protein product of the maternal 
gene skn-7 begins to accumulate at much higher levels 
in the posterior blastomere than in the anterior blastomere 
(Bowerman et al., 1993). The unequal distribution of these 
and other factors probably accounts for the very different 
properties of the anterior and posterior blastomeres after 
the first cleavage (Laufer et al., 1980; Cowan and Mcln- 
tosh, 1985; Edgar and McGhee, 1988; Priess and Thom- 
son, 1987; Schierenberg, 1987). 

Dorsal-ventral asymmetries in the C. elegans embryo 
are first visible at the 4-tell stage. The dorsal-most blasto- 
mere, called ABp, undergoes an essentially invariant pat- 
tern of development that is very different from its more 
ventral sister, ABa (Sulston et al., 1983). However,  at the 
beginning of the 4-tell stage, the fates of ABp and ABa 
can be switched by simply interchanging their positions 
relative to the other 4-&l stage Mastomeres, called EMS 
and P2 (Priess and Thomson, 1987). These studies dem- 
onstrate that the dorsal-ventral axis is not determined be- 
fore the 4-tell stage in C. elegans embryogenesis. ABp 
and ABa descendants undergo abnormal patterns of de- 
velopment if EMS or P2 is removed or destroyed with a 
laser microbeam (Priess and Thomson, 1987; Schnabel, 
1991; Bowerman et al., 1992b), suggesting that interac- 
tions between these blastomeres (or their descendants) 
contribute to the different fates of ABa and ABp. 

One difference between ABp and ABa is that only ABa 
descendants are induced to produce pharyngeal cells. 
Pharyngeal induction requires maternal expression of the 
g/p1 gene (Priess et al., 1987). The GLP-1 protein and 
the homologous proteins LIN-12 (Yochem and Greenwald, 
1989; Austin and Kimble, 1989; Greenwald, 1985; Yochem 
et al., 1988) and Notch (Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1983; 
Wharton et al., 1985; Kidd et al., 1988), appear to function 
as receptors for intercellular signals (reviewed by Green- 
wald and Rubin, 1992). Cell-cell interactions between ABa 
and EMS descendants are required for pharyngsal induc- 
tion (Priess and Thomson, 1987). At the 1241 stage, the 
MS blastomere, a daughter of EMS, contacts two ABa 
descendants (see Figure l), which it induces to produce 
pharyngeal cells (H. Hutter and R. Schnabel, personal 
communication). Two additional ABa descendants are 
present at the 12-&l stage, but do not contact MS and 
are not induced to produce pharyngeal cells (see Figure 
1). However,  if the positions of the early blastomeres are 
altered such that these latter two ABa descendants con- 
tact MS, they appear to produce pharyngeal tissue (Wood, 
1991; Wood and Kershaw, 1991). Thus, at the 124~11 
stage, all of the ABa descendants appear to have the po- 
tential to interact with the MS blastomere. In contrast, none 
of the ABp descendants produce pharyngeal cells, al- 
though three ABp descendants contact MS at the 1241 
stage. The observations that ABa and ABp initially are 
equivalent in potential and that both ABa and ABp contact 
EMS and its descendants have raised the question of why 
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Figure I. Cleavage Patterns and Fates of Early Blastomeres 
Schematic drawings of the early C. elegans blastomeres are shown 
at the 2-tell, 4-tell, &cell, and 12-tell stages, with the anterior pole 
on the left. The 2-tell and &cell stages am viewed from their lateral 
surfaces, and the &cell and 12cell stages are viewed from their ventral 
surfaces. Late In the 2cell stage, the AB and PI mltotic spindles (dou- 
ble-headed arrows) form. As the AB mitotic spindle grows in size, 
the newly formed AB daughters, ABa (IigM stippling) and ABp (dark 
stippling), are forcad into different patterns of contact with the Pl 
daughters, EMS and P2. ABp is the dorsal-most blastomere, and EMS 
is the vantral-most blastomere. At the end of the &cell stage, ABa and 
ABp divide at right angles to both the antarior-posterior axis and the 
dorsat+entral axis, and EMS divides parallel to the anterior-posterior 
axis. Thus, in the ventral view of the &cell stage, the daughters of 
ABa (caked ABal and ABar) and the daughters of ABp (called ABpl 
and ABpr)flank one of the EMS daughters, called the MS btastomere. 
At the end of ths &cell stage, the ABa and ABp daughters are the 
first to divide, resulting in a 12&l stage embryo. The names of the 
Ap and ABp granddaughters are abbreviated in the 12-cetl stage 
drawlng and in the lineage diagram below; for example, the ABa 
daughter ABala is shown as a lfghtly stippled cell labeled ala. The 
12-tell stage drawing is simplified to show only the contacts that the 
ABa and ABp Qranddaughtars make with the MS and E blastomeres; 
the blastomeres that produce pharyngeal cells are shown in bold. An 
abbreviated version of the early embryonic cell lineage of C. elegans 
is shown to Indicate the lineal origins of the 12cell stage btastomeres. 
The fataa of some of these blastomeres are represented in the highly 
schematic drawing of a embryo mktway through development (com- 
pare with light mic.rograph of wild-type embryo in Rgure 2a). The body 
of the embryo is shown in dark stippling to indicate that ABp descen- 
dants form most of the hypodermal covarlng of the body. The pharynx 
is the only internal organ represented in this drawing; the ant&x half 
of the pharynx is shown in liiht stippling to indicate that the anterior 
pharyngsal cells originate primarily from ABa descendants, and the 
posterior half is left unstipplad to indicate that posterior pharyngeal 
cells originate from the MS Mastomere. The lineage diagram shows 
that ABalp and ABara (bold lettering) are the only ABa mts 
that produce pharyngeal cells, and the drawing of the 12&l stage 
embryo shows that these are the only ABa descendants that contact 
the MS blastomere. 

only ABa is induced to produce pharyngeal tissue (Horvitz 
and Herskowitz, 1992). 

In this paper we provide evidence that in wild-type devel- 
opment the ABa and ABp fates are established by two 
temporally and genetically distinct interactions. In em- 
bryos that fail to undergo the first of these interactions, 
the ABp fate is not specified, and both ABa and ABp de- 
scendants are induced to produce pharyngeal tissue. In 
embryos that fail to undergo the second interaction, nei- 
ther ABa nor ABp descendants produce pharyngeal tis- 
sue. The second interaction, as previously shown, re- 
quires maternal g/pi(+) activity and involves descendants 
of the ABa and EMS blastomeres (Priess et al., 1987; 
Priess and Thomson, 1987). We show that the first interac- 
tion also requires maternal g/p-l(+) activity and the activity 
of a second maternal gene, called apx-7 (for anterior phar- 
ynx excess),  that can encode a protein homologous to the 
Delta protein of Drosophila. In addition, we show that this 
first interaction requires contact between the ABp and P2 
blastomeres. We propose a model for how the early cell- 
cell interactions mediated by the products of g/p-l and 
apx-7 contribute to the different fates of ABp and ABa 
and thus establish the dorsal-ventral axis of the early C. 
elegans embryo. 

Mutstlons in the rpx-I Gene Result In a 
Hypsrinductlon of Phsryngesl liseue 
The pharynx of C. elegans is formed through two develop- 
mental pathways: ABa descendants form most of the ante- 
rior half of the pharynx through glpl-mediated cell-cell 
interactions, and MS descendants form the posterior half 
of the pharynx independent of g/p-l(+) activity (Figure 1; 
Sulston et al., 1988; Priess and Thomson, 1987; Priess 
et al., 1987). To determine why ABa and MS are the only 
blastomeres that produce pharyngeal cells, we have 
screened for mutants that overproduce pharyngeal cells 
and have described previously an analysis of genes that 
are required for the MS pathway (Mello et al., 1992). We 
have identified three recessive maternal-effect lethal mu- 

Table 1. Pharyngsal Induction in apx-I and g&%7 l 

Mutant Embryos 

Blastomere(s) Killed 

Embryos with Pharyngeal Cells 

Wild Type aPx-1 !JlPl l 

EMS 
ABa plus MSa/p 
ABp plus MSalp 
ABa plus ABp 

plus MBa/p 

0 of 26 0 of 33 0 of 41 
Oof27 20 of 31 16 of 16 

140f 14 17 of 17 12 of 12 
ND OOfll 0 of 5 

Blastomereswere killed in wild-type, apx-7(zuI83). and g/pl(eg?l47ts) 
mutant embryos. g@l embryos were malntalned at nonpermissive 
temperature only until the 12cek stage (wf l ). EMS Is the parent 
of the MB blastomere (sea Figure 1). MSa/p indkates that the MS 
blasto~rewasalkwedtodividqand~boMofitedPugMers(MSa 
and MSp) were killed. The reauttlng part&l embryos were fixed and 
stained with me 3NB12 antibody to identify pharyngeal muscbss. ND, 
not determined. 
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apx-l(+) apx-l(zu183) Table 2. Intestinal Vatve Cell Development 

Figure 2. Differentiation in apx-l(+) and epx-f(zuf83) Embryos 
(a and b) Light micrographs of a wild-type embryo (a) and an epx- 
l(zu183) mutant embryo (b) showing the developing pharynx (arrows). 
Hypodermal cells surround and enctcse the body of a wild-type em- 
bryo, but aggregate on one side of apx-I mutant embryos (arrowhead 
in lb)). 
(c and d) lmmunoftuorescence mlcmgraphs of pharyngeal muscles. 
Most of the pharyngeal cells in the wlldtype pharynx are visible in 
the single focal plane shown (c), single focal planes in apx-l mutant 
embryos show excess pharyngeal tissue (d), and additional pharyn- 
geal cells are present in upper and lower focal planes (data not shown). 
(e and f) Immunoftuorescence micrographs of intestinal valve cells. 
(g and h) Immunofluorescence mkxographs of pharyngeal muscles. 
The embryo shown in (g) is from a mother homozygous for a g/p 
f(e2141ts) mutation and was maintained at nonpemtisstve tempera- 
ture throughout embryogene&. The embryo shown in (h) is from a 
mother homozygous for g/~7(zu24)apx-I(zuI83~. 

The pharyngeal musdes and intestinal valve cells shown in all the 
figures in this paper were stained with the monoclonat antibodies 
3NB12 (Prtess and Thomson, lg87) and ICE4 (Bowerman et al., 
lg@b), respectlvety. All images are at the same magnification; C. 
elegans eggs are about 50 pm in length. 

tations in the gene apx-1 that result in embryos with nearly 
twice the normal number of pharyngeal cells (Figure 2; 
see Experimental Procedures for genetic analysis of apx- 1 
mutations). The following experiments demonstrate that 
the extra pharyngeal cells in apx-7 mutant embryos result 
from an ASa-like, rather than an MS-like, developmental 
pathway. 

Because MS does not require g&l(+) activity to pro- 
duce phatyngeal cells, the size of the pharynx in embryos 
carrying a mutation in the g/p-l gene suggests how many 
pharyngeal cells are produced by MSlike blastomeres. 

SrPf 
Wild-Type S!pX-1 NPf g&l’ (Upshifted) 
Embryos Embryos Embryos Embryos Embryos 

12 of 12 OOf23 2of17 0 of 24 170117 

g/pf(e2747fs) embryos were maintained at nonpermissive tempera- 
ture throughout development. g/p7 l embryos were shifted fmm non- 
permisstve to permissive temperature at the 12-&l stage. slpl (up 
shifted) embryos were shifted from permissive to nonpermissive 
temperature at the 12-1~11 stage. Embryos were stained with the ICE4 
antibody to identify intestinal valve cells, and the EMS blastomere 
was killed in each experiment to prevent staining of the EMS-derived 
intestinal cells (Bowerman et al., lgg2b). 

We found that g/pl;apx-7 double mutant embryos (Figure 
2h) have much less pharyngeal tissue than apx-7 single 
mutant embryos (Figure 2d) but amounts similar to g/p-l 
single mutant embryos (Figure 2g). This result suggests 
that the MS blastomere in apx-7 mutants produces the 
same number of pharyngeal cells as a wild-type MS and 
that the production of excess pharyngeal tissue in apx-7 
mutants requires glpl(+) activity. In wild-type develop- 
ment, ASa descendants cannot produce pharyngeal cells 
if the MS blastomere (or MS precursors) are destroyed 
(Priess and Thomson, 1987; Sowerman et al., 1992a; Hut- 
ter and Schnabel, submitted). We found that apx-1 mutant 
embryos did not produce pharyngeal cells if the parent 
of MS (the EMS blastomere) was destroyed with a laser 
microbeam (Table 1). Thus, apx-I mutant embryos appear 
to have a hyperinduction of pharyngeal tissue resulting 
from g@l(+) activity and interactions involving the de- 
scendants of EMS. 

Mutations In the g/p1 Gsne Can Result In a 
Hyperlnductlon of Pharyngeal Tissue 
Previously described mutations in the g/p1 gene result in 
embryos with no induced pharyngeal tissue (Priess et al., 
1987; Austin and Kimble, 1987). From the nearly reciprocal 
phenotypes of g/p7 and apx-7 mutant embryos, it is possi- 
ble to imagine that the glpl and apx-1 genes have sepa- 
rate and opposite roles in permitting or preventing pharyn- 
geal induction in wild-type embryogenesis. However, we 
noticed that g/p7 and apx-7 mutant embryos also have 
some phenotypic similarities; in both types of embryo, the 
hypodermal cells fail to enclose the body (Figure 2b; data 
not shown), and both types of mutant embryo fail to pro- 
duce the intestinal valve cells, a cell type normally made 
by the ASp blastomere (Table 2). These observations sug- 
gested the possibility that g/pi(+) and apx-I(+) might act 
together in some cell fate decisions. 

Previous analyses of temperature-sensitive g/p7 muta- 
tions had demonstrated that embryonic viability required 
glpl(+) activity between the 4-tell and 28-tell stages (Aus- 
tin and Kimble, 1987; Priess et al., 1987). We performed a 
series of temperature-shift experiments on glpl(e2141ts) 
mutant embryos to ask when g/PI(+) activity is required 
for pharyngeal induction, body morphogenesis, and intes- 
tinal valve cell specification. We reasoned that if g/p7(+) 



Figure3. glpl(e214lf.s~ Mutants Have Two 
Temperature-Sensitive Periods 
(a) Temperature-shift experiments were per- 
formed on embryo8 (n > 40 per timepoint) from 
motfws homozygous for g/p-l(e2147ts). Se- 
lected temperature-&ii protoc& and results 
are indfcated by the horizontal bars in the Cower 
panel. 
(b and c) lmmunofluorescsnce micrographs 
of pheryngeal muscles in two temperature- 
sfNtadg@l(e214fts) mnbryoe. The embryo in 
(b) was kept at permhwie temperature until 
the 12-cefl wand then shifted up to the non- 
permissiveWmpenture.T~~g&T embryo has 
substantiaffy normal body -is, but 
does not appear to have any induced pharyn- 
gealtis8ue(ec0n9dasminus);theamall,paftial 
pharynx in this embryo appears klrmUcal to the 
M8-derivad paltlai pharynx descrlfJed pre- 
viouely in g&i mutant embryos (Pries8 et al., 
1987). The embryo in (c) was kepl at nonper- 

missive temperature until the 12-tell stage and then shifted down to the permissive temperature @we Wmperature-shifted em- are referred 
to as g/p-l’ embryos in the text). This embryo has a hyparinduction of pharynx (scored as triple plus) and appears very similar to apx-l mutant 
embryos (compare with Figure Zd). 

functions with apx-7(+) at a specific stage in early em- 
bryogenesis, removing glpl(+) activity only during that 
stage should result in an apx-l-like phenotype. The tem- 
perature-shift data are shown in Figure 3a and can be 
summarized by describing the results from the following 
three experiments. First, g/p-l mutant embryos were main- 
tained at the nonpermissive temperature throughout em- 
bryonic development. These embryos have no phatyngeal 
induction and produce only a small, MS-derived partial 
pharynx, as described previously (Priess et al., 1987). In 
addition, these embryos have severely defective body 
morphogenesis (data not shown). Second, g/p7 mutant 
embryos were placed at the permissive temperature until 
the 12-11 stage and then shifted up to the nonpermissive 
temperature. These embryos also lack induced phatyn- 
geal tissue, but have fairly normal body morphogenesis 
(Figure 3b). Some g/p7 mutant embryos with similar de- 
fects also were observed in the temperature-shift experi- 
ments of Austin and Kimble (lg87) using the allele g/p-7 
(q237ts). Third, g/p7 mutant embryos were kept at the 
nonpermissive temperature until the 12-M stage and 
then shifted down to the permissive temperature for the 
remainder of development. We will refer to g/p7 mutant 
embryos subjected to this third temperature-shift protocol 
several times in this paper and so, for simplicity, define 
these as g&I’ embryos. We found that g/p-l* mutant 
embryos not only produce more pharyngeal tissue than 
g/p7 mutants maintained at nonpermissive temperature 
throughout embryogenesis, but indeed produce more pha- 
ryngeal tissue than wild-type embryos (compare the g/p7 * 
embryo in Figure 3c with the wild-type embryo in Figure 
2~). These g/p7 ” mutant embryos closely resemble apx-7 
mutant embryos (see Figure 2d) in the amount of pharyn- 
geal tissue they have and in their defects in body morpho- 
genesis (data not shown). In addition, g/p1 l mutant em- 
bryos lack intestinal valve cells (Table 2), as do apx-7 
mutant embryos (see Figure 2f; Table 2). We found that 
g/p7 * mutant embryos, like apx-7 mutant embryos, do 

not produce pharyngeal cells after the parent of the MS 
blastomere is destroyed with a laser microbeam (see Table 
1). These observations suggest that g/pi* mutant em- 
bryos, like 41x-7 mutant embryos, have a hyperinduction 
of pharyngeal tissue that requires signaling by the MS 
blastomere and @p-7(+) actiiity between the 12+&l and 
28-11 stages. 

epx-l and g/p1 Mutants Have ABp into ABa 
TmnsfomWons in Cell Fate 
To determine the origins of the induced pharyngeal cells 
in the apx-7 and g/p7 l mutant embryos, we used a laser 
microbeam to de&troy various combinations of early Mas- 
tomeres and asked whether the resulting embryos con- 
tained pharyngeal cells. In a wild-type embryo, if both 
daughters of the inducing cell (the MS blastomere) are 
killed after pharyngeal induction is completed, only ABa 
descendants produce pharyngeal cells (see Table 1). In 
contrast, we found that ABp descendants, in addition to 
ABa descendants, could produce pharyngeal cells after 
similar experiments on apx-7 and g/p7 l mutant embryos 
(see Table 1). 

TheobsenrationthatABpdescendan~in~x-land~l’ 
mutant embryos can be induced to produce pharyngeal 
cells indicates that these descendants have at least one 
ABa-like characteristic. We therefore asked whether ABp 
and ABa descendants might have addiikmal similarities 
by following the development of individual ASp and ABa 
descendants in apx-1, g/p1 l , and g/p1 mutant embryos. 
These results are summarized in Figure 4a, and examples 
of this analysis are described below. Although the blasto- 
mere names and patterns of differentiation are compli- 
cated, themajorconclusion isverysimple: inapx-7, g/p7 l , 
and g/p7 mutant embryos, ABp descendants adopt the 
fates of wild-type ASa descendants. The transformations 
in cell fate that we describe involve lineally equivalent 
cells. Cells that have different origins can be considered 
to be lineally equivalent if they share an analogous pattern 
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&P-l 
Cell Name 
ABPLaPaPP. - 
ABPlaPaPap - 
ABPlaP=Pp - 
ABPrpP - 
ABPrPaPPpp’ - 
ABPrPaPPP’ - 
ABPrpaPPaPf - 

ABahpLp.. - 
ABalappaaa - 

Figure 4. Lineage Transformations in apx-I and g/p7 Mutant Embryos 
(a) The names of the ABp and ABa descendants examined in apx-l(zu783) or glpl(e2147ts) mutant embryos are listed, and the fates of these 
cells are summarized. If a cell in a mutant embryo had the same pattern of development it has in wild-type embryogenesis, its fate is shown as 
WT. If a cell instead appeared to have an ABp into ABa transformation in fate, the fate of the corresponing ABa descendant is listed. For example, 
ABplaappa in apx-7 embryos does not develop like a wild-type ABplaappa, but instead appears similar to a wild-type ABalaappa. The fates of 
three ABp descendants were determined in the g/p-7’ mutant embryo; these are ABpraapppp’, ABprpappp’, and ABprpappap’. 
(b-d) Examples of three representative lineages in wild-type, glpl, and apx-7 embryos. Horizontal lines indicate cell divisions, with the anterior-most 
daughter cell on the left and the posterior-most daughter on the right. The relative times at which cell divisions occur are indicated by the positions 
of the horizontal lines across the vertical axis. Horizontal arrows above a cell division indicate that the daughter cells had very different sizes; the 
arrow points toward the smaller daughter. Lineage data for wild-type embryos are taken from S&ton et al. (1983). H, hypodermal cell; N, neuron; 
X, cell death; Ex, excretory cell; R, rectal epithelial cell: P, pharyngeal cell; Y and B, postembryonic blast cells; M. muscle. 

of birth; in C. elegans nomenclature, this pattern of birth 
(or lineage) is indicated by the name of a cell. For example, 
ABp and ABa both undergo left-right divisions, and their 
left-hand daughters are called ABpl and ABal, respec- 
tively. Because ABpl and ABal result from a similar lineage 
pattern, these blastomeres can bs described as lineally 
equivalent descendants of ABp and ABa. 

In wild-type development, an ABa descendant called 
ABalapap produces cells that differentiate as neurons or 
that undergo cell death (Figure 4b; Sulston et al., 1993). 
We found that ABalapap descendants in apx-1 and g/p-7 
mutant embryos also have a wild-type pattern of develop- 
ment (Figure 4a). In wild-type development, ABalapap and 
the lineally equivalent descendant of ABp, called ABpla- 
pap, havevery different patternsof division and differentia- 
tion (Figure 4b). In apx-7 and g/p1 mutant embryos, we 
found that ABplapap did not develop like a wild-type ABpla- 
pap, but instead had a pattern of development very similar 
to ABalapap (Figure 4b). The blastomeres ABplpapp and 
ABalpapp provide a second example of lineally equivalent 
ABp and ABa descendants. In apx-7 mutant embryos, we 
found that ABplpapp descendants undergo patterns of di- 
vision and differentiation that are very different from those 
of a wild-type ABplpapp blastomere but very similar to 
those of a wild-type ABalpapp blastomere (Figure 4c). 

An exception to the simple pattern of ABp into ABa trans- 
formations in fate in apx-7 and g/p7 * embryos is the devel- 

opment of the ABprp blastomere. ABprp is lineally equiva- 
lent to an ABa descendant called ABarp; however, we 
found that ABprp descendants appeared to develop like 
the descendants of ABalp instead of ABarp (Figure 4a; see 
Discussion). Because ABprp contacts the MS blastomere, 
but ABarp does not (see Figure l), it was possible that 
inductive interactions with MS prevent ABprp from devel- 
oping like ABarp. This hypothesis predicts that ABprp 
would adopt the fate of ABarp in apx-7 and g/p7 l mutants 
if pharyngeal induction was prevented. To test this idea, 
we prevented pharyngeal induction in apx-7 mutants by 
killing the parent of MS (the EMS blastomere). Because 
pharyngeal induction requires glpl(+) activity, we pre- 
vented pharyngeal induction in theglpl mutants by simply 
keeping these embryos at nonpermissive temperature 
throughout development. Under these experimental con- 
ditions, we found that descendants of ABprp in both apx-7 
and g/p7 mutant embryos adopt fates similar to those of 
ABarp descendants (Figure 4d). These results suggest 
that the ABprp blastomere in apx-7 and g/p7 + mutant em- 
bryos has an inherent potential identical to ABarp, but that 
ABprp adopts an alternative fate because of interactions 
with the MS blastomere. In summary, all of the ABp de- 
scendants that we examined in apx-7, g/p7 l , and g/p7 
mutant embryos have developmental properties that are 
different from wild-type ABp descendants, but similar or 
identical to those of wild-type ABa descendants. There- 



g/p1 l and apx-1 mutant embryos; for example, ABp de- 
scendants shoufd be induced to produce pharyngeaf cells. 

To test which Mastomeres might interact wfth ABp, we 
used a laser microbeam to irradfate each of the bfasto- 
meres in embryos between the 4-cefl and 12-cefl stages. 
ABp did not produce pharyngeal cells in any of the8e em- 
bryos (data not shown). Therefore, this experimental pro- 
cedure did not indicate which, if any, of the earfy blasto- 
meres interact with ABp. However, the laser-irradfated 
blastomeres remain in contact with ABp in these experi- 
mental embryos and might still be capabfe of interacting. 
For this reason, we examined the development of ABp in 
embryos in which the pattern of blastomere contacts had 
been altered. 

In normal 4-tell stage embryos, ABp and ABa have 
asymmetrical contacts with the neighboring Ma&meres 
EMS and P2: both ABp and ABa contact EMS, but only 
ABp contacts P2 (Figure 5a; see atso Figure 1). Previous 
studies had shown that the outermost layer of the eggshell 
surrounding the C. elegans embryo plays a role in estab- 
lishing these asymmetrical contacts; when this eggshell 
layer is removed enzymatically, both ABp and ABacontact 
EMS, as in normal embryos, but neither ABp nor ABa 
contacts the P2 Mastomere (Hyman and While, 1987). 
These embryos have a symmemcal, T-shaped conffgura- 
tion, in contraat with normaf embryos, which are rhombo- 
hedral in shape. We removed the outer layer of the egg- 
shell from 2-tell stagewitd-type embryos and obeerved the 
development of those embryos that were symmetrfcaffy T 
shaped at the beginning of the 4-U stage (Figure 5b). 
Many of the initiafly T-shaped embryos estabfiah the nor- 
mal pattern of blastomere contacts during the 4cell stage 
and hatch into worms (Wood and Kershaw, 1991; Schie- 
renberg and Junkersdorf, 1992). However, we found that 
approximately 30% of the embryos remain T shaped 
throughout the 4-tell stags (n > 200) and that these em- 
bryos do not develop into viable animals. This latter group 
of embryos was allowed to devefop to terminal stages, 
examined in the lit microscops, and then fixed and 
stained with pharyngeal-specific antibodll. We found 
that these embryos do not undergo body morphogenegis 
and often appear to overproduce pharyngeal ceffe (Figure 
5d). We repeated this analystson T-&apedg/p7(e2747ts~ 
mutant embryos and found that at the nonpermissi~ tem- 
perature, these g&7 embryos do not overpmduce pharyn- 
geal cells (n > 50). Therefore, the extra pharyngeaf cefls 
observed in T-shaped wtfd-type embryos appear to result 
from g/p&mediated pharyngeaf induction. 

To determine the origins of the extra pharyngeal cells, 
we obsewed the devebpment of ABp and ABa deacen- 
darns in five T-shaped wffd-type embryos. In three of these 
embryos, we were abfe to folks ABp and ABa deacen- 
dams simultaneously. In each case, ABp and ABa both 
produced descendants that dMererMated into pherynseal 
cells(datanotshown). Intheotha@twoembryoeexamlned, 
it was not possible to foltow both sfater Mabtomenn, stmul- 
taneously, but the bfasMwm obee~M producedpharyn- 
geal cells in each case. The w e&c&d for lin- 
eage analysis in the fwe T&apeuf embryos were lineally 

Figure 5. Differentiation in Wild-Type Embryos with Altered Contacts 
between Early Blastomeres 
(a) Light micrograph of a normal 4-M stage embryo (compare with 
diagram in Figure 1). The sister blastomeres ABa and ABp are indi- 
cated by open arrowheads, and the sister blastomeres P2 and E M S  
are labeled. Note that ABp, but not ABa. contacts P2. 
(b) Light micrograph of a 4-1~11 stage embryo after removing the outer- 
most layer of the eggshell. In this embryo, neither ABp nor ABa con- 
tacts the P2 blastomere. but both contact EMS.  
(c) Light micrograph of embryo in which the parent of the P2 and E M S  
blastomeres is prevented from dividing. The undivided blastomere 
contacts both ABa and ABp. 
(d) lmmunofluore&xnce micrograph of pharyngeal cells in the embryo 
shown in (b) at the completlln of embryonic development. The embryo 
produced more pharyngeal tissue than a normal embryo (compare 
with Figure 2c), and pharyngeal tissue was visible on several different 
focal planes in this embryo (data not shown). 
(e) lmmunofluorescence micrograph of vatve cells produced by ABa 
in the embryo shown in (c). At the end of the cell cycle shown in (c), 
the ABp blastomere and the undivided parent of P2 and E M S  were 
destroyed with a laser microbeam, altowing only the ABa blastomere 
to develop. 

fore, apx-l(+) and g/p7(+) activities appear to be required 
for ABp to adopt a fate different from ABa. 

Blastomere Contacta and Speciflcatlon 
of the ABp Fate 
Our analysis of temperature-shifted g/p1 mutant embryos 
indicates that g/pi(+) activity is required between the 
4-tell and 12cell stages for ABp to adopt a fate different 
from its sister, the ABa blastomere. The g/p7 gene product 
and homologous genes in C. elegans and Drosophila are 
known to function in several different cell-cell interactions 
(reviewed by Greenwald and Rubin, 1992). These obser- 
vations suggest that there is likely to be a cell-cell interac- 
tion between ABp and some other embryonic blastomere. 
If this interaction were prevented, ABp would be predicted 
to have developmental defects similar to those seen in 
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equivalent to the ABalp blastomere, which produces pha- 
ryngeal cells in wild-type development (see Figure 1). In 
each of these embryos, the blastomeres examined had a 
pattern of division and differentiation similar to that of 
ABalp descendants (data not shown). Thus, in the T-shaped 
embryos, both ABa and ABp appear to have similar pat- 
terns of development and to resemble wild-type ABa blas- 
tomeres. These results suggest that ABp interacts with 
the P2 blastomere and that these interactions allow ABp 
to become different from ABa. 

If interactions with P2 are required to specify the ABp 
fate, then the ABa blastomere might also produce ABplike 
descendants if it contacted the P2 blastomere during the 
4-&l stage. One marker of ABp-specific differentiation is 
the presence of intestinal valve cells, which are made only 
by ABp in normal development (Sulston et al., 1983). We 
have shown that g@l(+) activity between the 4-&l and 
12cell stages is required for ABp to produce the valve 
cells, and previous studies demonstrated that interactions 
were required between ABp and P2 (or their descendants) 
for ABp to produce valve cells (Bowerman et al., 1992b). 
To test whether ABa also could produce valve cells if it 
contacted P2, we prevented the parent of the P2 blasto- 
mere from dividing by irradiating its centrosome with a 
laser microbeam. ABa and ABp are born at the normal 
time and in the correct positions in these embryos, but 
both ABa and ABp contact the undivided parent of P2 
throughout the next cell cycle, corresponding to the 4-tell 
stage (Figure SC). These embryos were allowed to develop 
to terminal stages and were then fixed and stained with 
an antibody that recognizes the intestinal valve cells. We 
found that these embryos produce more valve cells than 
normally are made by ABp (data not shown). To confirm 
that ABa was the source of the extra valve cells, we pre- 
vented the P2 parent from dividing and then killed the 
ABp blastomere. We found that several of the resulting 
embryos contained valve cells (n = 4 of 11; Figure 8e), 
indicating that the ABa blastomere can produce valve cells 
in these experiments. This result suggests that the same 
g/p&mediated interactions that occur between ABp and 
P2 in normal embryogenesis can occur between ABa and 
the undivided P2 parent. 

The spsl Gene Can Encode a De&#-like Protein 
We cloned the epx-1 gene to begin a molecular analysis 
of its function in the cell-cell interactions between ABp 
and P2. We found that the apx-l(zul83) mutation, which 
originated spontaneously in a mutator strain, comapped 
with a new insertion of the transposon Tel (see Experi- 
mental Procedures). DNA flanking the Tel insertion site 
was isolated and used as a probe to identify potential apx- 1 
genomic and cDNA clones (Figure 8). The cosmid C48A5 
contains genomic sequences that are polymorphic in two 
different epx-1 mutant strains, and the C49A5 cosmid 
clone fully rescues the apx-l(zu783) mutation (see Experi- 
mental Procedures). The rescuing sequences and the two 
apx-7 allele polymorphisms shown in Figure 8 define an 
- 15 kb genomic interval. A 2.1 kb cDNA clone hybridizes 
throughout this 15 kb region, with the inferred exonlintron 

structure shown in Figure 8A. Sequence analysis of this 
cDNAandof apx-l(zul83)genomic DNA indicatesthat the 
2~783 mutation is a Tel insertion into the 3’ untranslated 
region of the predicted transcript (Figure 8B). Based on 
these data, we conclude that the 2.1 kb cDNA represents 
a product of the apx-1 gene. 

The apx-7 cDNA clone can encode a transmembrane 
protein similar to the Delta and Serrate proteins of Dro- 
sophila and the LAG-2 protein of C. elegans (Figure 8; 
Vassin et al., 1987; Kopcxynski et al., 1988; Fleming et al., 
1999;Thomasetal.,1991;Taxetal.,l994).Thesequence 
homology within this gene family lies in the presumptive 
extracellular domain in a region that contains epidermal 
growth factor-like motifs (Figures 8C and D). 

Discussion 

At the beginning of the 4-tell stage, the ABp blastomere 
is equivalent to its sister, the ABa blastomere (Priess et 
al., 1987). However, ABp descendants undergo patterns 
of cell division and differentiation that are very diierent 
from those of lineally equivalent ABa descendants (Suls- 
ton et al., 1983). In this paper we have described three 
types of embryos in which ABp descendants adopt a pat- 
tern of cell division and differentiation that is very similar 
or identical to that of ABa descendants: apx-1 mutant em- 
bryos, g/p7 mutant embryos exposed to nonpermissive 
temperature only until the 12cell stage (@p-l l embryos), 
and wild-type embryos in which the P2 blastomere does 
not contact ABp. These results suggest that in wildtype 
embryogenesis, ABp requires maternally expressed apx- 
7(+) and g@l(+) activities and contact with the P2 blasto- 
mere to become different from ABa. 

Maternally Expressed g/p1 Functiona In Two 
Distinct Interactiona during the Early 
Cleavage Stages 
The g/p1 gene encodes a homolog of the C. elegans gene 
h-12 and the Drosophila gene Notch (Yochem and 
Greenwafd, 1989; Yochem et al., 1988). Each of these 
genes has been shown to function in several different cell- 
cell interactions in the development of nematodes and 
fruit flies (reviewed by Greenwald and Rubin, 1992). For 
example, g/p7 has been shown to function postembryon- 
ically in C. elegans in interactions that are required for the 
proper development of the germline (Austin and Kimble, 
1987). Experimental analysis of the germline interaction 
(Kimble, 1981) and analysis of animals mosaic for g/p-l(+) 
activity (Austin and Kimble, 1987) indicate that GLP-1 pro 
tein is likely to function in signal reception in a manner 
analogous to the function of the LIN-12 and Notch proteins. 

Recent immunolocalization studies have shown that 
GLP-1 protein is on the surfaces of both ABa and ABp 
and on the surfaces of all of their descendants through 
the 28cell stage of embryogenesis (S. Critter&n and J. 
Kimble, personal communication). Previous studies had 
shown that maternally expressed g/PI(+) act’nilty is re- 
quired for ABa development (Priess et al., 1987), but 
g&l(+) was not known to bs necessary for proper ABp 
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Figure 6. Molecular Cloning of apx-I 
(A) Genetic and physical maps of the apx-I region on linkage group V (LGV). The posttions of the ml83 Tel insertion and of an -900 bp deletiin 
in the 2~212 allele are indicated. A 2.1 kb apx-I cDNA clone is shown beneath the genomic restriction map. The tranespliced leader SLl (Krause 
and Hlrsh, 1987) is present on the 5’ end of the apx-f message (see Expertmentaf Procedures). 
(B) The nudeotids and predicted amino acid sequences from the apx-7 cDNA. SLI sequences are underlined at the I’end, and the last nucleotide 
in the cDNA sequence is followed by a poly(A) tail. The TA dinucleotide (position 2076) is the stte of Tel insartfon in apx-l(zul82~. Hydrophobic 
amino acid residues corresponding to a possible signal peptlde and a transmembrane domaln are boxed. 
(C) Schematic diagrams of APX-1 and related proteins from Drosophila and C. elegans. The signal peptlde and transmembrane domains are 
shown as ckxsed boxes. Stippled boxes indicate the poskion of the epidermai growth factor motifs found in each famlty member. 
(0) Sequence alignment of the epidermaf growth factor-like regions in apx-7 (residues 132-324) with the predicted products of the C. elegans 
gene rag-2 (residues 124-269) and the Drosophlla gene Delta (residues 184-372). 
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development. Our  analysis of temperature-sensitive g/p7 
mutants indicates that maternally expressed g/p7 is re- 
quired for the proper specification of both blastomeres: 
g/p-l(+) activity is required between the 4-tell and 12-tell 
stages for the normal pattern of ABp development and 
again between the 12-tell and 28-tell stages for proper 
development of ABa descendants. These observations 
suggest that maternally expressed GLP-1 protein func- 
tions in ABp and ABa descendants as a receptor for two 
different interactions during the early cleavage stages. 

The Specification of ABe 
g/pi(+) activity between the 12cell and 28-tell stages is 
required for interactions that result in a subset of ABa 
descendants producing pharyngeal cells (Priess and 
Thomson, 1987; Priess et al., 1987). The MS blastomere 
appears to function as the signaling cell in these interac- 
tions: pharyngeal induction does not occur if the MS blas- 
tomere is killed soon after its birth at the&cell stage (Hutter 
and Schnabel, submitted) or if any of the MS precursors 
are removed from the embryo or destroyed with a laser 
microbeam (Priess and Thomson, 1987; Bowerman et al., 
1992a). 

Two lines of evidence suggest that zygotic gene activity 
is required for the MS blastomere to function as a signaling 
cell. First, the gene &n-l, which encodes a probable tran- 
scriptional regulator, is required for the interactions be- 
tween MS and ABa descendants (Bowerman et al., 
1992a). At the 8-tell stage, SKN-1 protein is present in 
the MS nucleus (Bowerman et al., 1993), where it may 
function to control transcriptional events required for sig- 
naling. Second, we have found in the present study that 
it is very easy to prevent the interactions between MS 
and ABa descendants by small amounts of laser-induced 
damage to the nucleus of the parent of MS. These results 
suggest the possibility that zygotic gene activity in MS 
results in the expression or activation of a ligand for glpl. 

The Specification of ABp 
We have shown that g/pi(+) activity between the 4-tell 
and 12cell stages is required for interactions that result 
in ABp adopting a fate different from ABa. The present 
study and results from previous work together suggest 
that the P2 blastomere functions as the signaling cell in 
these interactions. We have shown here that if the P2 
blastomere never contacts the ABp blastomere, ABp 
adopts an ABa-like fate, resulting in embryos with a hyper- 
induction of pharyngeal tissue and no body morphogene- 
sis. Previous studies have shown that if the P2 blastomere 
is allowed to contact ABp, but then removed later in the 
4cell stage, the resulting partial embryos often have nor- 
mal amounts of pharyngeal tissue and undergo some body 
morphogenesis (Priess and Thomson, 1987). We interpret 
this latter result to mean that by the end of the 4-tell stage, 
ABp has become at least partially committed to the wild- 
type pattern of ABp-specific differentiation. Our  observa- 
tion thatglpl(+)activity is required beyond the4cell stage 
could indicate that interactionscontinue between ABp and 
P2 descendants until the 12-&l stage. Alternatively, P2 

signaling could be completed at the 4-tell stage, but signal 
transduction could requireg/pl(+) activity in ABp descen- 
dants until the 12cell stage. 

Our  results suggest that the P2 signal is encoded by 
gene products that are expressed maternally rather than 
zygotically. We were unable to prevent interactions be- 
tween the P2 and ABp blastomeres by even severe laser- 
induced damage to the P2 nucleus, suggesting that the 
gene products required for P2 signaling already may be 
present on the membrane (or in the cytoplasm) of the P2 
blastomere. Mutations in the maternally expressed gene 
apx-7 cause defects in the development of ABp that ap- 
pear identical to the ABp defects observed in g/p7 mutant 
embryos. The finding that apx-7 can encode a protein with 
homology to Delta, a probable ligand for Notch in Drosoph- 
ila (reviewed by Greenwald and Rubin, 1992) suggests 
that the product of apx-7 may have an analogous role as 
a ligand for g/p-7. 

Control of g/p-l(+) Activity 
We have shown that ABp, but not ABa, appears to undergo 
a g/p-l-mediated interaction between the 4- and 12cell 
stages. If g/p7 does not function in ABa before the 12cell 
stage, what keeps it from functioning? One possibility is 
that activation of the g/p7 receptor requires signaling mol- 
ecules that, until the 12-tell stage, are present or active in 
the P2 blastomere but not in its sister, the EMS blastomere 
(Figure 7’). We prevented the division that normally gener- 
ates P2 and EMS, allowing the undivided parental blasto- 
mere to contact ABa, and found that ABa was able to 
produce intestinal valve cells. Intestinal valve cells nor- 
mally are made only by ABp, and we have shown that 
glpl(+) activity between the 4-cell and 12cell stages is 
required for valve cell specification. Thus, when the undi- 
vided parent of P2 and EMS contacts the ABa blastomere, 
ABa appears to undergo a glpl-mediated interaction be- 
tween the 4-tell and 12-cell stages (as ABp does in normal 
development). These results suggest that the division of 
P2 from EMS may result in P2 inheriting factors required 
for signaling that are not present in EMS. 

We propose that the activity of the maternally expressed 
GLP-1 protein is regulated in the ABa and ABp blasto- 
meres by differential exposure to ligand. Expression of 
the APX-1 protein on the surface of P2 (but not EMS) may 
result in g/pi(+) activity only in the adjacent ABp blasto- 
mere. Zygotic expression of a second g/p1 ligand in the 
MS blastomere might later result in g/pi(+) activity in ABa 
descendants (Figure 7). The different responses of ABp 
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Figure 7. Cell-Cell Interactions at the 4-Cell and 12-Cell Stages 
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and ABa descendants to g/p-l(+) activity may result from 
different downstream effector molecules expressed at the 
441 and 12-&l stages. 

Zygotically expressed genes that might encode the MS 
signal have not yet been identified. The product of the lag2 
gene in C. elegans has been shown recently to encode a 
second Delta-like protein (Tax et al., 1994), and previous 
studies suggested that the product of lag-2 was likely to 
function with g/pi in late embryogenesis (Lambie and 
Kimble, 1991). We have examined the phenotypes of em- 
bryos that were homozygous for chromosomal deficien- 
cies removing either (or both) of the apx-1 and lag-2 genes. 
These deficiency embryos should lack all zygotic expres- 
sion of the apx-1 and lag-2 genes, yet such embryos ap- 
pear to have normal pharyngeal induction (our unpub- 
lished data). These results suggest the possibility that a 
third gene encoding a Delta-like protein exists in C. ele- 
gans. Alternatively, maternal products of apx-1 or leg-2 
genes might function as the MS ligand, but the activity of 
these products may be controlled by zygotically expressed 
genes. 

The Left-Right Axis 
Blastomere manipulation experiments by Wood (1991) 
have provided evidence that left-right asymmetries in the 
positions of the early blastomeres may determine their 
left-right asymmetries in fate. Our analysis of the develop- 
ment of the ABprp blastomere in apx-1 and g/p1 * mutant 
embryos supports this view. We found that ABprp devel- 
ops like the lineally equivalent ABa descendant in both 
mutant strains if the MS blastomere is killed. However, if 
the MS blastomere is not killed, ABprp does not develop 
like the lineally equivalent ABa descendant (called ABarp). 
Instead, ABprp, which is on the right-hand side of the em- 
bryo, develops in apx-1 and g/p1 l mutants like a wild-type 
ABalp blastomere, which is on the left-hand side. This 
observation raises the possibility that in wild-type em- 
bryogenesis, ABalp differs from ABarp only because 
ABalp interacts with the MS blastomere and ABarp does 
not. In a recent study, H. Hutter and Ft. Schnabel (personal 
communication) followed the development of right and left 
pairs of ABa descendants in g/p1 mutant embryos and 
in wild-type embryos after killing the MS blastomere with a 
laser microbeam; in these embryos, left- and right-handed 
pairs of blastomeres had identical patterns of develop- 
ment, supporting the hypothesis that glpl-mediated inter- 
actions between MS and ABa descendants contribute to 
left-right asymmetries in cell fate. Thus, in C. elegans left- 
right asymmetries in the positions of otherwise identical 
blastomeres may place them in different locations with 
respect to signaling cells. These asymmetrical positions 
lead to asymmetrical patterns of cell-cell interactions and 
hence to left-right asymmetries in blastomere fate. 

Establishment of the Dorsal-Ventral Axis 
in C. elegans Embryos 
The dorsal-ventral axis, like the left-right axis, appears 
to be established through cell-cell interactions during C. 
elegans embryogenesis; the dorsal-ventral axis can be 
inverted by changing the relative positions of the ABp and 

ABa blastomeres (Priess and Thomson, 1987). Therefore, 
the cell-&l interactions that make ABp different from ABa 
play a major role in determining the polarity of the dorsal- 
ventral axis of the embryo. Removing the outer layer of 
the eggshell allows ABp and ABa to occupy symmetrical 
positions with respect to other blastomeres, resulting in 
embryos that do not have any visible dorsal-ventral polar- 
ity. We have shown that dorsal fates (ABp fates) do not 
appear to be specified in these embryos. Instead, both 
ASp and ABa appear to adopt ventral fates (ABa fates), 
similar to the transformations in cell fate we obselved for 
ABp descendants in apx-1 and g/p1 * mutant embryos. 
Thus, in wild-type development, the eggshell plays a signif- 
icant role in defining the dorsal-ventral axis by forcing 
ABp and ABa to adopt asymmetrical positions. 

Our results suggest a general model for how preexisting 
asymmetries on the anterior-posterior axis may lead to the 
establishment of a second axis, the dorsal-ventral axis, 
during early C. elegans embryogenesis. We propose that 
the anterior and posterior blastomeres in the early embryo 
express different molecular components of a signaling 
pathway. The maternal product of the g/p1 gene is likely 
to act as a receptor that is localized anteriorly to ABa and 
ABp. We propose that a ligand for grpl, perhaps encoded 
by the epx-1 gene, is localized to the posterior-most blasto- 
mere, P2. The dorsal-ventral asymmetry imposed by the 
eggshell causes ABp, but not ABa, to contact P2. The 
resulting g@l- or apx-l-mediated interactions between 
ABp and P2 specify the ABp fate, ensuring proper dorsal- 
ventral patterning in subsequent development. 

Experlmsntsl Procodur~ 

Strains and Alfsbs 
The strain N2 was used as the standard wild-type strain. The genetic 
markers, defkiincies, dupliitlons, and balancer chromosomes used 
are listed by linkagegroupasfollows: LQI, dpy6@f37); LGII. bfM(e768); 
LGIII, unc-4@720), g/pl(zu24), glpl(e2147ts). g/pl(e2142ts), g/p- 
l(q237ts), er’r(f//;V); LGIV, uric-5@53); LGV, apx-l(zul83), apx- 
l(zu212). epx-l(zu215), bpn-l(on) r#pll(e224), le~2@1255n1323), 
lag2(sl486), lag-2(q387), lag2(q431), kt-33qs573). unc-M(el77), 
sDf26, sDf27, sW31, sLIf34, SW+, sW41. sW48, sW49, sW51, yDp1; 
LGX, /in-2(el309), /on-2@678). The bgm-l(of3) mutation was isolated 
by B. Bowerman and fails to complement apx-7. kg-2@7486) was 
formerly called let-461 (Johnson and Balllie, lggl). W330 and the SW 
chromosomal deftciencieswere provided by 8. Johnson and D. Balllie. 
Nematode strains were cultured by standard techniques (Brenner, 
1974). 

Genetic Analysis 
Maternal-effect lethal mutations were isolated using a so-called sib 
eebctbn screen in a transpoaoMnobilized strain, mtB(8t702) 
uric-22(st792::Tcf)J (Mod el al., WSB), made homozygous for lin- 
2(e73CW). Individual muM;/in-2 hermaphrodites were allowed to grow 
over several generations to establish independent populatlone of ani- 
mals. Egga were purified from each population by treatment with 
bleach (Wood et al., 1988). After a 12 hr incubation, sets of 100 larvae 
were plated onto single 50 mm petri plates and allowed to grow through 
two generations. The plates were examlned in the light microscope 
for the presence of adults fllied with dead eggs, and these egge were 
collected and examined with the compound microscope. Animals het- 
erozygous for mutations of interest were recovered by plating and 
rescreening (sib selection). Heterozygous siblings with a mutation of 
interest were recovered afler rescreening about 2000-8000 F3 larvae 
from the plate identlfisd in the primary screen. Two apx-1 allelss were 
obtainedfromatotalof - lCPhaploidgenomesscreened.apx-l(zu275) 
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is an ethytmethane sulfonate-induced mutation Notated by R. Lin (per- 
sonal communication) in a screen, following previousfy reported pmce 
dures (Brenner, 1974; Priess et al., 1987). 

epx-r(zuf83) was positioned with respect to M-330, rag-Z, and una 
48 on LGV by standard three-factor crosses. Data for these crosses 
are available from the C. elegans Genetic Stock Center. The deficiency 
sDf70 complements apx-1, and the following deficiency strains fail to 
complement epx-1: sDt26, s/X27, sW31, sW34, sW40, sW41, sW48, 
sW49, sW57. Two lag-2 alleles, leg-2@387) and /a@&437), are chro- 
mosomal deficiencies (D. Gao, personal communication) that also fail 
to complement spx-7. Deficiency heterozygotes were generated as 
described in the following example. Homozygous spx-I(zu783) males 
were crossed to animals heterozygous for the q387 deficiency bal- 
anced by the tram&cation n7f. The resulting apx-l/q387 heterozy- 
gates were viable and as adults produced wild-type numbers of eggs 
at 22OC (average, 182); these embryos arrested development with 
phenotypes indistinguishable from embryos produced by homozygous 
apx-I mutant mothers (data not shown). 

Embryogenesis requires maternal expression of the apx-7 gene, as 
shown by the following experiments. For maternal necessity, no viable 
self-progeny were produced by adult hermaphrodiies homozygous for 
apx-I mutations (zuf83, n = 3148; 1~272, n = 507; ~~215, n = 10&4). 
Homozygous apx-l(zu7W) hermaphrodttes purged of self-sperm pro- 
duced only inviable progeny (n > 1 Ooo) when mated to wild-type males. 
For maternal sufficiency, purged hermaphrodites heterozygous for 
apx-l(zul83) were mated to homozygous apx-l(zul83) males. These 
mated hermaphrodites produced embryos with wild-type levels of via- 
bility (98%; n a 485). The hatched larvae grew to fertile adults, indicat- 
ing that paternal and zygotic expression of apx-f is not necessary for 
viability. 

Analysts of Embryos 
Previously described protocols were followed for lineage analysis (Sul- 
ston et al., 1983) immunofluorescence microscopy (Albertson, 1984) 
laser ablation experiments (Bowerman et al., 1992a; Melloet al., 1992) 
temperature-shift experiments (Priess et al., 1987) and cell fate as- 
signment (Mello et al., 1992). Embryos without outer eggshell layers 
were prepared for light microscopy as follows. The outer eggshell 
layers were removed from 1 cell and 2cell stage embryos as described 
previously (Wolf et al., 1983). In brief, early embryos were treated with 
sodium hypochlorite, rinsed in M9 salts, and treated with about 109 
9glml chitinase (Serratia marcescens, Sigma Incorporated) in isotonic 
media buffer. These embryos retain an inner eggshell layer, but are 
very fragile. The embryos were transferred in egg salts to microscope 
slides that were treated with poly-L-lysine (150,ooO MW, Sigma). Cov- 
erslips (18 mm x 18 mm) were placed on each side of the embryos 
to serve as a support for a 22 mm x 55 mm coverslip that then was 
laid across the embryos for microscopy. 

In wild-type development, there are several lineally equivalent da 
scendants of ABa and ABp that have similar patterns of development. 
Therefore, we chose those ABa and ABp descendants that normally 
have very different patterns of development for lineage analysis. Most 
of the lineages were repeated at least twice in different embryos. 

Cloning of apx-1 
Tel elements in the aox-f(zu783) strain were tested for linkage to the 
spx-7 gene using standard three-factor mapping techniques. A single 
transposon comapped with apx-7 in three recombinants within the 
lag-2;apx-1 interval and 72 recombinantswlthin the apx-l;uno48 inter- 
val. The transposon flanking sequences were recovered as described 
by Hill and Sternberg (1992). cDNA clones were isolated from a mixed 
stage cDNA library provided by A. Fire (personal communicatton). The 
DNA sequence was determined using the dideoxy chain terminator 
method @anger et al., 1977). Reverse transcription and polymerase 
chain reactions were used to detect apx-7 mRNAs trans-spllced to 
SLl. The SLI and SL2 primers and reaction condiions are described 
in Spieth et al. (1993). Genomic clones were tested for rescue as 
described in Mello et al. (1991). 
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Note Added In Proof 

The data cited as S. Crittenden and J. Kimble, personal communica- 
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